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Amnesia in Japanese “Public Memories” of Being Victimizers in East-Asia
during the Last Four Centuries
– Reconsidered as an Issue in Education for International Understanding –
Seiji INOUE
Professor in IDEC
“Very few or no descriptions have been found in Japan’s newly-authorized history textbooks of the war crimes
that the militaristic regime committed in its overseas territories.”  Many times such claims and protests have been
brought against the Japanese Goverment by its Asian neighbours during the last twenty years.  “Not a single phrase
exists that mentions the Korean sex slaves that accompanied the Japanese Army on its war campaigns”, accuse
voices within the Korean Government for example, and “Only a few lines are given for the description of the atroci-
ties committed by the Japanese army in Nanking”, criticize Chinese scholars.  If this is true, the Japanese
Government is the first to blame for these lacunas of historical fact in textbooks, as the result of its textbook screen-
ing policies.  A more serious problem however, is that these lacunas come from amnesia on the part of the Japanese
media as well as the Japanese people, who are traditionally credulous to their media.
Where then has this amnesia come from?  In the 1930s-1940s, the Japanese media was one of the actors that
served to drive the nation in a certain ideological derection, following quasi-blindly the Emperor and his self-styled
agent, the Imperial Army.  Following the expulsion of the militarist system however, the credulous mentality of the
nation towards the Emperor and the media did not fundamentally change.  As a socio-political system, the Japanese
Imperial system has no mechanism of “self-reference”, whilst the Japanses media are alleged to be insufficiently
self-critical of having been collaborators with the militaristic governments during wartime.  Nevertheless, the media
has never been charged by the Japanese nation with having ethical responsibilities for its former pro-militaristic
inclination.
Another clear example of national amnesia in Japan is that regarding the historical site named “Mimizuka” (the
Ear Mound) which for four centuries has been located in Kyoto.  Very strange to observe, the site is not presented in
any Japanese tourist guidebooks and its visitors are almost all Koreans.  Generally speaking, apart from the inhabi-
tants of Kyoto, few Japanese people know about this site, whilst almost everyone living on the Korean Peninsula
knows about it, which was reported to the world via an article written by Nicholas D. Kristof in the New York
Times of September 1997.
More than 400 years ago, an ambitious shogun named Hideyoshi Toyotomi twice invaded the Korean Peninsula
with an army of 160 thousand soldiers; it proceeded to kill more than 100 thousand Koreans and cut off the noses or
ears of its victims.  Following the orders of the shogun, the purpose of this was to bring the severed organs home to
dedicate them to Hideyoshi as spoils of war.  Several years later, Hideyoshi built the Ear Mound (originally called
“the Nose Mound”) as a memorial for the consolation of his foreign victims’ amputated organs.  Today’s historians
argue that this was nothing more than a demonstration of Hideyoshi’s power and benevolence to the world at home
and abroad.  The Japanese public memory of this tragic monument faded away in the mid-17th century under the
influence of some delicate changes in diplomacy by the Tokugawa shogunate, whilst the Korean government and
people continued to pass down the story from generation to generation as a national legend.
Since the early 1980s however, volunteer activities undertaken by Koreans visiting from the Peninsula or resident
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in Japan have begun to restore this minor Kyoto historical site; they have been assisted in this cultural campaign by
a number of Japanese volunteers.  In 1985, the first phrases describing the Ear Mound in Kyoto appeared in a
Japanese history textbook, and in 1997 a large 400-year commemoration ceremony of the Ear Mound was organised
by means of Korean NPO initiatives, with assistance from their Japanese counterparts.  Thus a little solidarity has
been gradually forming between the ancient victim and victimiser, at least on a citizens’ level, after several cen-
turies of amnesia in the latter’s public memory.
